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Understand how the registry works—and customize Windows to run the way you want.

Get the in-depth information you need to modify—and seamlessly manage—the Windows registry. Written for IT professionals and power users, this vital resource reveals little-known registry techniques, tricks, tips, and secrets to make your job easier. Understand the inner workings of the Windows operating system—and use the registry to get Windows Server 2003 and Windows XP to run the way you want, on a single desktop or across the network. You’ll learn how to pinpoint registry settings and script registry changes, deal with registry permissions, use Windows Installer, and map Tweak UI settings. Also, find best practices for how to back up, restore, and maintain registry settings with confidence. The CD includes 100+ registry files for customizing operating system appearance and behavior, and the complete eBook. You’ll learn how to:
	Apply best practices to back up, restore, manage, and modify the registry 
	Customize group and system policies to manage multiple PCs and users remotely
	Track down registry settings and script changes 
	Optimize server services, including network connections and authentication
	Deploy user profiles and Microsoft Office program settings
	Configure security services, including Windows Firewall, templates, and service pack features
	Troubleshoot the registry—resolving common problems and corruption issues
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Game Theory: Introduction and ApplicationsOxford University Press, 1997
This textbook is primarily aimed at students undertaking advanced undergraduate courses or introductory postgraduate courses, which incorporate economic applications of game theory. Following the widespread use of game theory in economics such courses are now common in many universities. Although quite a number of textbooks have recently been...
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Women in Social Change: Visions, Struggles and Persisting Concerns (Social Change in Contemporary India)Sage Publications, 2021

	Women in Social Change: Visions, Struggles and Persisting Concerns captures the evolution of key debates on women’s rights in independent India. Authored by eminent scholars and emerging experts of their time, the articles encapsulate developments which have given the women’s rights movement and women’s studies imaginative...
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Design Patterns in Modern C++: Reusable Approaches for Object-Oriented Software DesignApress, 2018

	
		Apply modern C++17 to the implementations of classic design patterns. As well as covering traditional design patterns, this book fleshes out new patterns and approaches that will be useful to C++ developers. The author presents concepts as a fun investigation of how problems can be solved in different ways, along the way using varying...
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PostgreSQL Server ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2013

	Take your skills with PostgreSQL to a whole new level with this fascinating guide to server programming. A step by step approach with illuminating examples will educate you in the full range of possibilities.


	Understand the extension framework of PostgreSQL, and leverage it in ways that you haven't even invented yet.
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Reading Breath in Literature (Palgrave Studies in Literature, Science and Medicine)Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		This open access book presents five different approaches to reading breath in literature, in response to texts from a range of historical, geographical and cultural environments. Breath, for all its ubiquity in literary texts, has received little attention as a transhistorical literary device. Drawing together scholars of Medieval...
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Brickwork Level 2Routledge, 2020

	
		Brickwork Level 2 has been adapted from John Hodge’s classic Brickwork for Apprentices – the established textbook on brickwork for bricklayers. Designed to meet new requirements of the City and Guilds bricklaying programmes, this book has been written to match the latest industry-based requirements and...
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